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Sophie Calle became an artist without really wanting to, accidentally, one might say. She first became interested in others out of boredom and a sense of despair. Fascinated by women at the market, then one man in particular, she followed the latter all the way to Venice. In *The Sickness Unto Death*, the philosopher Søren Kierkegaard characterises despair as having strong positive value. According to him, despair is universal and is felt even by those who are unconscious of it. He goes on to assert that a form of despair exists even in happiness. Yet, far from being a flaw, as we might think, this state can in fact lead to creativity in resilient individuals. This seems to be the case with Calle early in her career, since she only existed through the lives of those she followed, those she asked to undergo an original, strange and risky experience with her. For Calle, “despair” is the state that empties out her own identity and allows her to become interested in the identity of others, in a quasi–obsessive manner.

The exhibition *For the Last and First Time*, contains elements already present in her work when she decided to follow individuals or to have herself be followed by a private detective. A kind of voyeurism is at work, driving her obsession with her subjects’ daily activities, her desire to enter their intimate lives, secrets and potentially unusual behaviours. Here the banal is raised to the level of spectacle. Sophie Calle seeks something unknown that she cannot identify. She is an actress seeking a role to define her identity. Is she searching for her own life through the lives of others? A fine line exists between what she imagines about others and what others imagine. In *The Colours of Our Memories*, Michel Pastoureau discusses the power of the imagination, its ability to counter absence and to fabricate images that have never been seen.

Always aiming to appropriate the intimate part of another—at first timidly, given the potentially cruel aspect of this line of inquiry—Calle nevertheless gives herself the green light when a person born blind agrees to answer her question. Calle wants to know the most beautiful mental image of someone who has never seen this, in a way, an imagined definition of beauty.

According to Pastoureau, the fabrication of a mental image, even before the image can be grounded in visual facts, is powerful. This is the image that persists in one's memory, even if the representation is not true to what was observed. Pastoureau uses the example of preparing to go on a trip. The idea of the trip produces a mental image formed from reading materials, stories one has heard, promotional brochures on the destination, perhaps even dreams. According to him, this image survives even as the precise details of the actual trip fade with time. “Henceforth, this image is unforgettable. Then, why bother travelling?” he writes. “As though my memory of what I imagined is more powerful than the memory of what I experienced.”

Sophie Calle is interested in absence. I believe that she is particularly interested in the invisible, in what happens in the hearts and imaginations of individuals. The astonishingly beautiful digital installation, *Voir la mer*, explores the sound effect of waves, the soothing effect of images and, above all, the imagination, our imagination. When entering the installation, one’s gaze can take in almost all the projection screens at once. A well-thought-out museography of screens sets the communication between the gazes. Hoping to find a part of our selves in the other, we either are or are not disappointed with what we imagine the other feels standing before the sea.

Moreover, it is not by chance that Sophie Calle chose to record these unique moments on digital film. In his essay titled “The Work of Art in the Age of Mechanical Reproduction,” Walter Benjamin writes that through close-ups and slow motion, film makes us see completely new worlds rather than see familiar things better. He writes: “Evidently a different nature opens itself to the camera than opens to the naked eye—if only because an unconsciously penetrated space is substituted for a space consciously explored by man.” He adds: “The camera introduces us to unconscious optics as does psychoanalysis to unconscious impulses.” Beyond the physical experience of looking at and hearing the sea, isn’t Sophie Calle actually interested in this unknown part, which exists in each of her subjects and is conveyed to us without our being able to fully define it? Perhaps Sophie Calle always seeks despair—that of others, her own or the despair that first made her into an artist.
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